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A crystal plasticity-based finite element study is performed to understand hydrogen effects on void growth 
in single crystals of austenitic stainless steel. The model assumes plastic deformation is driven primarily 
by dislocation motion and captures the influence of hydrogen. Hydrogen effects are incorporated by 
assuming agreement with the hydrogen enhanced localised plasticity (HELP) mechanism. Despite 
experimental evidence, hydrogen effect on face centred cubic (FCC) crystals has hitherto not been 
considered in a numerical void growth model for a wide range of stress states. For the first time, the 
influence of hydrogen on void growth for different Lode parameters at single crystalline levels is 
investigated for a range of stress triaxialities in FCC crystals. Hydrogen was found to increase equivalent 
stresses and hardening responses for various stress triaxialities and Lode parameters. Hydrogen also 
induces higher void growth response at different stress states, and this was more pronounced at high 
stress triaxialities.  
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There is a lot of interest in hydrogen as an alternative source of energy to fossil fuels which pose an 
environmental pollution concern due to CO2 emission and climate change effects [1]. The hydrogen fuel 
cell vehicle (FCV) is an example of an application that uses hydrogen as a clean source of energy [2]. 
Austenitic stainless steel is a material that has been used extensively for various hydrogen storage and 
transport components [3][4]. Austenitic stainless steel components provide attractive properties for 
various applications including hydrogen service and in certain service conditions could offer good 
strength to weight ratio, toughness, low hydrogen diffusivity, corrosion resistance etc. [5][6][7]. Austenitic 
stainless steels also have application in other industries such as nuclear, chemical, oil and gas 
production, and refining [8][9]. However, austenitic stainless steels can fail by cracking due to hydrogen 
[10][11]. Hydrogen permeates the material microstructure [12] and its deleterious effects have been 
reported by various authors [13][14]. There have been several reviews and discussions of the negative 
effects of hydrogen on metals [9][10][15]. Hydrogen could get into steel microstructure during 
manufacturing, at fabrication, during operation or from corrosion processes [16]. There have been 
experimental and research work on how hydrogen affects the mechanical integrity and fracture of 
austenitic steel [10][15][17][18]. 
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There is evidence to support the progression of hydrogen related failure by void nucleation, growth and 
coalescence [19][20]. The growth of a void will depend on the properties of local material immediately 
bounding the void. Changes in hydrogen concentration in traps created by plastic deformation around 
the void will affect dislocation motion and this influences void growth. Hydrogen damage has been 
explained by a variety of theories such as Hydrogen Enhanced Localised Plasticity (HELP) [21][22][23], 
Hydrogen Enhanced Strain Induced Vacancy (HESIV) [17][24], Hydrogen Enhanced Decohesion (HEDE) 
[25], and hydride embrittlement [20][26]. HELP and HESIV have been used to describe the response of 
austenitic stainless steel to plastic deformation and fracture due to hydrogen. The HELP theory proposes 
that hydrogen screens elastic dislocation energies leading to embrittlement and fracture [15]. It has also 
been observed that hydrogen causes a local restriction of plastic flow enhancing dislocation interaction 
with other dislocations and microstructural features during plastic deformation [20][27]. The elastic 
shielding of dislocations and increase in velocities of dislocation by hydrogen has been reported for a 
variety of steels and remains a widely agreed physical manifestation of the HELP mechanism 
[15][21][28][29][30]. Elastic shielding of dislocations occurs when hydrogen surround dislocations and 
acts as shields between the elastic centres of otherwise interacting dislocations. It is believed that 
hydrogen weakens the local stresses between dislocations and particles that obstruct dislocation motion 
[31]. It has been noted the elastic shielding due to hydrogen occurs at low strain rates and temperatures 
that favour high mobility of dislocation at a microstructural length scale [21]. At a macroscopic scale, 
restriction of groups of dislocations by hydrogen has frequently been observed. This phenomenon has 
consistently been reported in experiments [20][27][32][33] and models [34][35] for single crystals of 
austenitic stainless steel. Researchers have linked a “pinning” effect on dislocations by hydrogen atoms 
to the inability of hydrogen to move at the same rate as dislocations in these cases [21]. This effect can 
therefore be expected in FCC metals that typically show a lower hydrogen diffusivity relative to body 
centred cubic (BCC) metals. Austenitic steels (FCC crystals) also show a higher solubility of hydrogen 
relative to ferritic steels (BCC crystals) [36]. It has been observed that hydrogen will reside typically within 
grains and preferentially along slip bands during plastic deformation rather than at grain boundaries as 
observed for ferritic steels [36][37][38]. It is clear from the preceding discussion that the effect of hydrogen 
on the mechanical properties of austenitic steel will be different from ferritic steels and this contrasting 
behaviour most likely relates to hydrogen mobility in both types of steel. HESIV also explains how 
hydrogen aids fracture processes including void growth [20]. Vacancies are traps where hydrogen atoms 
could accumulate, and their presence will enhance hydrogen interaction with dislocations groups. 
Hydrogen enhanced void nucleation could occur at second phase particles [39] or at sites where no 
impurities exist [40] but where high dislocation density or deformation induced dislocation boundaries 
exist [41]. HELP progresses into a more dominant HESIV mechanism when vacancies are formed at 
areas of discontinuities brought about by interaction between dislocations and other microstructural 
features [27]. Bullen et al [42] performed experiments by injecting high purity nickel with hydrogen and 
found that hydrogen promoted void initiation. Martin et al [43][44] examined fractured surfaces of 
hydrogen embrittled steel. They observed that these fractured surfaces showed evidence of void growth. 
Hydrogen promoted the initiation of slip bands, initiated voids at these intersections and accelerated void 
growth. Similar observations of hydrogen induced void nucleation driven fracture have also been 
observed in austenitic stainless steels [7][45][46]. Fracture may occur by internal necking or shearing of 
inter-void ligament [47]. Internal necking occurs when there is sufficient void growth to cause void link 
up. Internal shear failure will occur due to restricted void growth leading to shearing of the void ligament 
[48]. It is clear that the material properties of inter-void ligaments and how hydrogen changes these 
properties play an important role in hydrogen induced SCC. Matsuo et al [49] observed that hydrogen 
induces shear localisation in austenitic steels leading to an increased void density especially at low stress 
triaxiality. Hydrogen has also been observed to promote shear localization and initiate failure at regions 
of high dislocation density [31][48][50]. Numerical analyses and finite element methods have been used 
in studying material damage at a result of hydrogen.  Liang and his colleagues [51] used a 2D cell of 
niobium to investigate how hydrogen altered material deformation properties. Void growth and 
coalescence progression varied depending on hydrogen content and stress states for axisymmetric 
loading conditions. Ahn et al [52] simulated fracture processes for a pressure vessel steel using a finite 
element analysis software. Hydrogen accelerated fracture processes under different stress triaxialities, 
but the magnitude was observed to vary depending on the stress state. Luo et al [53] used isotropic 
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macroscale material model to examine how hydrogen affected the mechanical properties of steel. Stress 
triaxiality was varied between 0.6 and 1.2, while Lode parameter was varied between -1 and 0.63. By 
conducting a series of analyses, they found that hydrogen enhanced void growth and that the magnitude 
of this effect was different for different stress states. It is also apparent from various experimental studies 
and existing literature that hydrogen influences fracture in austenitic stainless steels and other FCC 
metals [47][48][49][54]. There is also evidence that there is a variance in the effect of hydrogen at different 
loading types and stress states for BCC metals [51][52][53]. It has been previously observed that stress 
triaxiality, effective plastic strain and Lode parameter are important in the study of ductile fracture of 
materials with no hydrogen exposure [55][56][57]. It was reported that the higher the stress triaxiality, the 
higher void growth [58]. The influence of the Lode parameter was also observed to be smaller at high 
stress triaxialities [58]. Irrespective of stress triaxiality, the void shape evolution can also be expected to 
be different [56]. Barsoum and Faleskog [59] observed that void shape was shallow and elongated at low 
stress triaxialities. Deeper voids were observed at higher stress triaxialities suggesting fracture due to 
inter-void ligament necking. Ductile fracture of a single crystal FCC metal exposed to hydrogen at different 
stress triaxialities and Lode parameters has not been investigated at a single crystalline level and requires 
further study. The authors have previously performed some simulations for a limited range of stress 
triaxialities [35][60]. For stress triaxialities of 1 and 3, there was evidence that plastic deformation and 
void growth were affected by hydrogen [60]. However, no study of hydrogen effect at other practical 
ranges of stress triaxialities and at different Lode parameters have been performed previously. The 
current work builds on our previous work by expanding the range of stress triaxialities and further 
considers the effect of hydrogen at different Lode parameters. Simulations have been performed at stress 
triaxialities of 0.35, 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2 & 3 and Lode parameters of -1, 0 & 1. This is the first-time void growth 
in single FCC crystals exposed to hydrogen for different Lode parameters and a wide range of stress 
triaxialities have been investigated using crystal plasticity based computational techniques. The theory 
behind the model is presented in chapter 2 and 3. Methodology is explained in chapter 4. Results are 
presented in chapter 5. Conclusions are presented in chapter 6. 
 
2. Material constitutive model formulation 
 
Model formulation is based on a crystal plasticity theory [61][62][63] extended to include hydrogen 
influence as previously discussed [35]. The crystal illustrated in Figure 1 is deformed by material element 
vectors x1, x2, x3 and x4 acting in configurations  𝑩𝒐, ?̅?, ?̂? and 𝑩 respectively. 
  
Figure 1:  Material undergoing deformation  
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 𝑩𝒐 represents initial configuration (before deformation), while 𝑩 represents the final configuration (after 
deformation). If we hypothetically unload the elastic component, 𝑽𝑒 from the 𝑩 configuration, we obtain 
an intermediate configuration ?̃?. Deformation gradient 𝑭 can be decomposed into plastic 𝑭𝑝, hydrogen  
𝑭ℎ and elastic  𝑭𝑒 parts  [64]: 
 
𝑭 = 𝑭𝑒𝑭ℎ𝑭𝒑             (1) 
 
Marin’s [63] formulation is extended to include the hydrogen component as follows:   
𝑭 = 𝑽𝑒𝑭
∗,      𝑭∗ = 𝑹𝑒𝑭ℎ𝑭𝑝          (2) 
 
𝑽𝑒 and 𝑹
𝑒 represents elastic stretch and rotation respectively. The velocity gradient 𝒍 in the final 
configuration 𝑩 is expressed as: 
𝒍 = ?̇?𝑭−𝟏             (3) 
?̇?  and 𝑭−𝟏 are the rate of deformation gradient transformation and the inverse of 𝑭 respectively. Velocity 
gradient (?̃?) in the ?̃? configuration: 
?̃? = 𝑽𝒆−𝟏𝒍𝑽𝒆 = 𝑽𝒆−𝟏𝑽𝒆 + ?̃?∗           (4) 
𝑽𝒆−𝟏 is the inverse of the stretch components.  
?̃?∗ = ?̇?𝑒𝑹𝑒𝑇 + 𝑹𝑒?̂?ℎ𝑹𝑒𝑇 + 𝑹𝑒𝑭ℎ?̅?𝑝𝑭ℎ
−𝟏
𝑹𝑒𝑇       (5) 
?̇?𝑒 is the rate change of rotation. ?̅?𝑝 is the velocity gradient of the plastic part of 𝑭 . 𝑹𝑒𝑇 is the transpose 
of 𝑹𝑒. Deformation due to hydrogen is expressed by Sofronis [31] as:  
𝑭ℎ = (1 +
(𝑐−𝑐𝑜)𝜆
3
) 𝑰           (6) 
𝑐𝑜 and 𝑐 are hydrogen concentrations in initial and final time steps respectively. 𝜆 is 
∆𝑉
𝑉𝑚
, ∆𝑉 is volume 
























 𝑰          (8) 
Hydrogen deformation gradient ?̂?ℎ is: 








)] ?̇?𝑰           (9) 
 
Plastic deformation ?̅?𝑝, is: 
?̅?𝑝 = ∑ ?̇?𝛼 ?̅?𝛼 ⊗ ?̅?𝛼            (10) 
?̅?𝛼 and ?̅?𝛼 are direction and normal components. ?̇?𝛼 is the rate shear strain. Substituting in (5):  
?̃?∗ = ?̃?𝒆 + ?̂?ℎ + ∑ ?̇?𝛼 𝑁𝛼=1 ?̃?
𝜶 ⊗ ?̃?𝜶                 (11) 
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 ?̃?𝒆 = ?̇?𝑒𝑹𝒆𝑻 is elastic spin. Other terms have been previously defined. 
The Second Piola-Kirchhoff stress tensor, ?̃?, is given as:  
?̃? = ℂ̃𝑒: ?̃?𝑒             (12) 
ℂ̃𝑒 and ?̃?𝑒 are the elasticity and Green-Lagrange strain tensors respectively. 
We can additionally decompose the rate of deformation tensor in the ?̃? configuration to symmetric, ?̃?, 
and skew, ?̃?  parts: 
?̃? = 𝑽𝑒
𝑇
𝒅𝑽𝑒 = ?̇̃?𝒆 + [sym(?̃?𝑒?̃?𝑒) + ∑ ?̇?𝛼sym(?̃?𝑒?̃?𝛼)𝑁𝛼=1 ]      (13) 
?̃? = 𝑽𝑒𝑇𝒘𝑽𝑒 = skew(𝑽𝒆
𝑻?̇?𝒆) + [skew(?̃?𝑒?̃?𝑒) + ∑ ?̇?𝛼skew(?̃?𝑒?̃?𝛼)𝑁𝛼=1 ]    (14) 
Where ?̃?𝑒 =  𝑹𝑒?̃?𝑒𝑹𝒆𝑻 and ?̃?𝛼 = ?̃?𝜶 ⊗ ?̃?𝜶.  








sign(𝜏𝛼)           (15) 
?̇?𝛼 is strain rate in slip system 𝛼, ?̇?0
𝛼 is the reference strain rate, 𝜅𝑠
𝛼 is the current crystal strength of α, 
𝜏𝛼 is resolved stress and 𝑚 is rate sensitivity. Hardening is applied by the relationship in (16). The slip 
system hardens with accrued slip till a saturation value is attained, after which deformation becomes 
perfectly plastic. 
?̇?𝑠














       (16) 
?̇?𝑠
𝛼 is the current hardening rate, ℎ0 is a reference coefficient for hardening, 𝜅𝑠,𝑆
𝛼  is the saturation strength 
value and ∑ |?̇?𝛼|𝛼  is accumulated slip. 
𝜅𝑠
𝛼(𝑡 = 0) is the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) of each slip system. 𝜅𝑠,0
𝛼   𝜅𝑠,s0
𝛼 , ?̇?𝑠,0
𝛼  and 𝑚′ are other 
material parameters that define the plastic character of the crystal. 
The above relationships have been captured in a user material subroutine (UMAT) and implemented in 
ABAQUS. More details on implementation is presented in section 4. 
 
3. Incorporation of hydrogen and stress state effects 
In relation to the HELP mechanism, hydrogen in steel undergoing plastic deformation enhances 
dislocation velocities by shielding elastic interactions between dislocations and other microstructural 
features [15][21]. This has been found to lead to dislocation pile ups in localized regions [33][65]. For 
single crystals of austenitic steel, HELP occurs as a result of hydrogen atoms interacting with groups of 
dislocation leading to pileups [20]. Hydrogen can be located in normal interstitial lattice sites (NILS) or in 
traps created during plastic deformation as proposed by Oriani [66]. Diffusion of hydrogen is 
comparatively slow in austenitic steels due to its FCC structure when compared with diffusion in metals 
with a BCC structure [27]. Due to the slow rate of diffusion in relation to applied strain rate, the hydrogen 
concentration at each material point is constant. Although the bulk concentration of hydrogen at material 
points remain constant during deformation, there is a transfer of hydrogen atoms from NILS to trap sites. 
Evidence supporting constant hydrogen theory during comparable tensile experiments have previously 
been presented and discussed by Schebler [34]. In the case of austenitic stainless steels, this will only 
be relevant for stable material where phase transformation to α-BCC martensite phase does not occur 
during plastic deformation [67]. Based on this, the term “𝑐 − 𝑐𝑜” in (8) approaches zero and ?̂?
ℎ in (9) 
becomes an identity matrix. Bulk hydrogen concentration C𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 is given by: 
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 C𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 = C𝐿 + C𝑖,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑠            (17) 
CL is the hydrogen concentration in NILS and Ci,traps is the hydrogen concentration in traps prior to 
deformation. Hydrogen activity in traps a𝑇 is given by: 
a𝑇 = KT𝑎𝐿             (18) 
a𝐿 is hydrogen activity in NILS and KT is the equilibrium constant. 




             (19) 






             (20) 
θL and θT are hydrogen occupancy of NILS and traps. Hydrogen concentration in trap CT is:   
CT = θTψNT               (21) 
ψ is the number of sites per trap and NT represent the number of traps per lattice site. NT is:  
NT  =  
√𝟑
𝑎𝑓𝑐𝑐
𝜌               (22) 




dt = (𝑘1√𝑦) ∫ /γ̇/dt
𝑡
0
                         (23) 
γ̇ represents change in strain. 𝑘1 quantifies immobile dislocations and √𝑦 is the mean dislocation 
separation length [68]. The stages of strain hardening are defined by changes in hardening moduli on a 
stress-strain curve during plastic deformation. Stages I (or easy glide) is characterized by a relatively 
gentle slope which occurs at the onset of plastic deformation and is followed by stage II (athermal 
hardening) which is characterized by a higher hardening modulus due to the interaction of dislocations 
from multiple slip system. Stage II precedes the temperature and strain rate biased stage III [69]. The 
relationship in (23) is valid during stages I and II where the influence of temperature and strain rate is not 
significant [69].  








+ C𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘  + NT − √(
NL
KT
+ C𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘  + NT)
2
− 4NTC𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 ]       (24) 
C𝑏𝑢𝑙𝑘 is bulk hydrogen concentration given in (17), NL represents number of atoms in each NILS and KT 
is the equilibrium constant. Hi and Hf are quantities that capture the hydrogen effect [35]. Hi is initial 
crystal strength coefficient and is used to quantify hydrogen influence on initial crystal strength. Hf is the 
hydrogen hardening coefficient and quantifies hydrogen influence of strength evolution during plastic 
deformation.  𝜅ℎ,0
𝛼  is;   
𝜅ℎ,0
𝛼 = 𝜅𝑠,0
𝛼 ∗ (1 + HiC𝑖,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑠)          (25) 
𝜅𝑠,0
𝛼  is strength with no hydrogen exposure. C𝑖,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑠 is hydrogen concentration in traps prior to plastic 
deformation and is defined as [71]; 
C𝑖,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑠 = f CL𝑒
18400/(RT)            (26) 
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𝑓 is number of atoms per unit length of dislocation. 18400 J/mol is bonding energy. 
Crystal strength evolution in (16) is revised to include hydrogen terms as: 
?̇?𝑠






𝛼 ) ∑ |?̇?
𝛼|𝑁𝛼=1 (1 + HfCT)           (27) 
Similar phenomenological relationships have been used by other researchers to capture the effect of 
hydrogen on material properties [22][34][51][72]. Tensile load applied to a material could lead to 
volumetric and shape change during deformation. Stress triaxiality and Lode parameter are terms used 
to quantify stress states [73][74][75]. Stress triaxiality quantifies multiaxial stress acting in the three 





                 (28) 
where  ∑H is hydrostatic stress and ∑Eq is equivalent stress given by: 
∑H =  
(∑11+∑22+ ∑33) 
3
                 (29) 




2 + (∑11 − ∑33)
2 + (∑22 +  ∑33)
2]                   (30) 
The Lode parameter differentiates axisymmetric and shear stress states in three dimensions [76]. The 
Lode parameter manifests within the range of axisymmetric and biaxial tension. Lode parameters used 
in this study are -1, 0 and +1. These have been selected to cover a wide range of void shape evolution 
within representative volume elements (RVE) used for simulations. Lode parameter -1 represents a 
stress state that occurs due to axisymmetric uniaxial tension or biaxial compression of the RVE. Lode 
parameter 0 represents a stress state that occurs when there is no strain in the direction normal to the 
axis of applied displacement. This is also referred to as plane strain. Lode parameter +1 represents a 
stress state that occurs due to axisymmetric uniaxial compression or biaxial tension of the RVE. The 
principal stresses acting on the material are defined as: 







2 )]               (31) 
∑𝐼𝐼 =  ∑33                              (32) 







2 )]               (33) 
Where ∑ij are mesoscopic stress components. ∑12 is stress contributor to the shear stress component 




The Lode parameter, L is thus defined by the relationship: 
L =  
2∑II−∑I −∑III 
∑I −∑III
                             (34) 
Lateral displacements are controlled using a multipoint constraint (MPC) subroutine in ABAQUS to keep 
stress triaxialities and Lode parameter constant at each iteration of the simulations. More details are 




Simulations have been done using ABAQUS [77]. 3D representative volume element (RVE) samples are 
constructed with reduced integrated elements (C3D8R). Computer experiments are displacement 
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controlled and implemented numerically in a UMAT subroutine based on relationships detailed in section 
2 and 3. The material model replicates tensile tests performed on single crystal subject to uniaxial loading 
oriented for multi-slip. Experiments referred to, were performed by Yagodzinskyy et al [20] on single 
crystals of austenitic stainless steel. Samples were cut in a crystal plane parallel to (110) and loaded in 
the <001> direction. Experiments were also performed with crystals exposed to hydrogen with atomic 
hydrogen content estimated 0.64%at (or 0.01%wt). Displacement is applied at a strain rate of 8 x 10-4s-1 
As shown in Figure 2, simulations agree with experimental data. Inverse modelling [58][61][77] is used 
to determine the model parameters shown in Table 1.  
 
Table 1 Model parameters 
𝐇𝐢 C𝑖,𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑝𝑠(%at) NL/KT K1√y 𝒄𝑻𝒐𝒕𝒂𝒍 (%at) 𝐇𝐟 
1.6 0.05 5.5e+26 2.4 0.64 0.05 
A discrepancy in elastic modulus observed in Figure 2 has previously been explained to be as a result of 
small lattice disruptions which occur during experiments [79], but are not considered significant due to 
the large strain theory used in this model [35]. For the analyses performed, a RVE sample with a void of 
known initial void fraction is created as shown in Figure 3. 
 
Figure 2:  Experiment vs. simulated results for AISI316LN single crystals exposed to uniaxial 
tensile loading 
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Figure 3:  Representative void element (RVE) sample with embedded void 
The relationship between strain, stress, void growth, void size, stress triaxiality and orientation have been 
covered previously [58][80]. Void growth is tracked with; 
𝑁𝑜𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑒𝑑 𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 (𝑁𝑉𝐹) =
𝑓
𝑓0
,   𝑓 =
𝑉𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑
𝑉𝑅𝑉𝐸
                      (35) 
𝑓0 is initial void volume fraction given by (4/3)πr
3/s3 where r is the sphere radius, 𝑓 is void volume fraction, 
and s is side length. 𝑉𝑣𝑜𝑖𝑑 is the void volume and VRVE is the sum of solid material and void volume. 




Figure 4:  RVE sample showing boundary conditions 
              
The three faces of the RVE sample are constrained to move with dummy nodes so that when tensile 
displacement is applied in the x direction, lateral displacement occurs in both the y and z direction. RP-
1, RP-2 and RP-3 nodes shown in Figure 4 are connected normal to the mobile face by a linear spring 
Cubical geometry 
Spherical void 
Void fraction (𝑓𝑜) = 0.001 
 
Stress triaxiality = 0.35, 
0.8, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3.  
 
Lode parameter = -1, 0, +1  
 
Hydrogen concentration = 
0%, 0.35%, 0.64%, 1%, 
1.5% and 2%  
RVE divided in half to 
show embedded void 
RVE sample showing fixed 
positions 
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element of known stiffness. The three mobile faces FFront, FTop and FLeft of the RVE sample are kept 
straight and the individual deformation at the surface of the faces remains equal to the displacement of 
the dummy nodes RP-1, RP-2 and RP-3 respectively. The opposite faces of the RVE sample Fback, Fbottom 
and Fright are constraint to be immovable. Positive tensile displacement is applied in the x direction (at 
node RP-4) and lateral displacements at RP-5 and RP-6 are tuned with changes in RP-4 to ensure 
constant stress triaxialities and Lode parameter for the RVE sample by using an MPC subroutine. Using 
the technique discussed by Tekoglu [76], the stress triaxiality (X) and Lode parameter (L) is held constant 
at every iteration by tuning displacements to satisfy the following relationships; 
 
𝜌11 =  
∑11
∑22
 ;  𝑢𝑥 =  𝜌11
𝐴𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡
𝐴𝑇𝑜𝑝
 𝑢𝑦             (36) 
 
𝜌33 =  
∑33
∑22
 ;  𝑢𝑧 = 𝜌33
𝐴𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡
𝐴𝑇𝑜𝑝
 𝑢𝑦                 (37) 
 
𝑢𝑥, 𝑢𝑦 and 𝑢𝑧 are displacements in the three principal directions. ∑𝑖𝑖  is the macroscopic value of stresses 
on the RVE sample and X is the stress triaxiality. 𝐴𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡, 𝐴𝑇𝑜𝑝 and 𝐴𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡 is the area of the face 
penpedicular to the displacement directions. The corresponding area of the faces relate to the initial side 
length (s) of the RVE sample and displacement components by the following relationships; 
 
𝐴𝐹𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑡 =  (𝑠 +  𝑢𝑦) ∗ (𝑠 +  𝑢𝑧)                 (38) 
 
𝐴𝑇𝑜𝑝 =  (𝑠 + 𝑢𝑥) ∗ (𝑠 +  𝑢𝑧)                  (39) 
 
𝐴𝐿𝑒𝑓𝑡 =  (𝑠 +  𝑢𝑥) ∗ (𝑠 + 𝑢𝑦)                 (40) 
 
The relationship between stress triaxiality and stress ratios (𝜌11 and 𝜌33) vary depending on the Lode 
parameter for the ranges -1 to +1. 
 
For Lode parameter, L = - 1, stress triaxiality 𝑋 =
1−2𝜌11
3(1−𝜌11)
 ; 𝜌11 =
3𝑋−1
3𝑋+2
   and 𝜌33 = 𝜌11 =
3𝑋−1
3𝑋+2
         (41) 
 
For Lode parameter, L= 0, stress triaxiality 𝑋 =
1−𝜌11
√3(1−𝜌11)
 ; 𝜌11 =
√3𝑋−1
√3𝑋+1
   and 𝜌33 =
1−𝜌11
2
                  (42) 
 
For Lode parameter, L= +1, stress triaxiality 𝑋 =
2+𝜌11
3(1−𝜌11)
 ; 𝜌11 =
3𝑋−2
3𝑇+1
   and  𝜌33 = 1                  (43) 
 
During each iteration, the current volume of the RVE sample is determined by the following relationship  
 
𝑉𝑅𝑉𝐸 = (𝑠 + 𝑢𝑥) ∗ (𝑠 +  𝑢𝑦) ∗ (𝑠 + 𝑢𝑧)                        (44) 
 
The value of each element (𝑉𝑒,𝑖)  is obtained from ABAQUS stored as an output data and summed up at 
the end of the iteration to obtain the current volume of the solid, 𝑉𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 
 
𝑉𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 = ∑ 𝑉𝑒,𝑖
𝑁
𝑖=1                                     (45) 
 
Current value of void volume fraction (𝑓) is then obtained by  
 
𝑓 =  
𝑉𝑅𝑉𝐸−𝑉𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑 
𝑉𝑅𝑉𝐸
                     (46) 
 
Using the model described, simulations are performed for a range parameters. Results obtained are 
discussed in section 5. 
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5. Results and discussions: Hydrogen effect at different stress triaxialities 
 
Figure 5 show the equivalent stress and strain relationship for the same Lode parameter (-1 in this case) 
but different stress triaxialities. 
 
 
Figure 5:  Hydrogen effect on stress strain response of single crystalline AISI316LN austenitic 
stainless steel at different stress triaxialities, viz. stress triaxiality = 0.35, 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3, 
Lode parameter = -1 𝒇𝟎=0.001 and hydrogen content is 0.64%atm for hydrogenated RVE 
samples 
 
It can be observed for all stress triaxialities, that hydrogen increases the equivalent stress for similar 
equivalent strain values so that there is an upward shift in the curve for hydrogenated RVE samples. As 
discussed in earlier work [35], this shows that hydrogen increases the strength of the single crystalline 
AISI316LN austenitic stainless steel. Results presented in Figure 5 show that this phenomenon occurs 
for a wide spectrum of stress triaxialities. For both non-hydrogenated and hydrogenated RVE samples, 
an increase in stress triaxiality resulted in a softer crystal response. There was a decrease in equivalent 
stress necessary for initiation of plastic deformation. Figure 5 shows that the maximum equivalent strain 
observed during simulations are lower for higher triaxialities (for example <0.1 for stress triaxiality= 3). 
Equivalent strain peaks at relatively low equivalent strains and there is exponential void growth compared 
to lower stress triaxialities. For example, for stress triaxiality =3, normalised void fraction (NVF) is noted 
to increase exponentially at equivalent stains < 0.1 (see Figure 7). During exponential void growth, there 
is no noticeable increase in equivalent strain and this in practice will increase the probability of linkage 
with other voids in a multi-void system. The strain at which void coalescence occurs is related to the 
macroscopic strain to fracture which has been reported to decrease with increase in stress triaxiality 
[81][82]. Figure 6 shows how increasing bulk hydrogen concentration affects equivalent stress for 
different Lode parameters. It is observed from the graph that equivalent stress is higher for hydrogenated 
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samples for the spectrum of Lode parameters considered. There are several experimental observations 
in literature that show that hydrogen increases flow stress in FCC metal [20][28] and numerically this has 
also been observed in FCC metal without void [34]. Results in the aforementioned works are consistent 
with our findings here.  
 
Figure 6:  Effect of hydrogen on crystal deformation at different Lode parameters,  
viz. stress triaxiality = 2 𝒇𝟎=0.001 
 
Figure 7 presents the change in NVF with equivalent strain for hydrogenated and non-hydrogenated RVE 
samples at different stress triaxialities. Overall, the NVF was observed to increase with stress triaxialities 
for hydrogen and hydrogen free conditions. There is also an increase in NVF for hydrogenated RVE 
samples compared with non-hydrogenated RVE samples. Although this effect is not clearly observable 
for all stress triaxialities in Figure 7, it can be observed from the curves in Figure 8 that hydrogen promotes 
void growth for different stress triaxialities considered. The percentage change in void growth in Figure 8 
is computed using the relationship 
 
∆𝑁𝑉𝐹 =  
𝑁𝑉𝐹ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛−𝑁𝑉𝐹 𝑁𝑜 ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛 
𝑁𝑉𝐹𝑁𝑜 ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛
 ×  100%             (47) 
 
∆𝑁𝑉𝐹 is change in NVF expressed in %. 𝑁𝑉𝐹ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛  and 𝑁𝑉𝐹 𝑁𝑜 ℎ𝑦𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑔𝑒𝑛 are NVF values recorded for 
a sample exposed to hydrogen and without hydrogen respectively. The findings are consistent with 
observations in simulations performed for BCC metal [53] and experimental results for FCC metal [17] 
where hydrogen was found to encourage void growth. 
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Figure 7:  Hydrogen effect on NVF at different stress triaxialities, viz. stress triaxiality = 0.35, 0.8, 
1, 1.5, 2 and 3, Lode parameter = -1 𝒇𝟎=0.001 
 
 
Figure 8:  Percentage change in NVF due to the effect of hydrogen at different stress 
triaxialities, viz. stress triaxiality = 0.8, 1, 1.5, 2 and 3, Lode parameter = -1 𝒇𝟎=0.001 
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Initially no change in NVF was observed with increase in equivalent strain from 0 up to 0.01 (for stress 
triaxiality = 3) or 0.02 (for stress triaxiality = 0.35). Beyond this point, the percentage change in NVF due 
to hydrogen becomes negative and this indicates an impediment to void growth due to hydrogen. The 
magnitude of the negative change is highest for a stress triaxiality = 3 up to -2.83% and the magnitude 
decreases with stress triaxiality to a minimum value of -0.27% for stress triaxiality = 0.35 at equivalent 
strain of 0.03. After a peak negative value, the percentage change in NVF due to hydrogen increases 
and this indicates void growth enhancement due to hydrogen at higher equivalent strains. The magnitude 
of increase is also found to be highest for a stress triaxiality = 3 and decreases with stress triaxiality. With 
stress triaxialities 1.5 to 3, there is a continuous and steep rise in magnitude of increase of NVF due to 
hydrogen. For stress triaxiality = 1 and less, the magnitude of increase of NVF peaks and the shape of 
the curve flattens. A lack of a continuous “rise” in percentage void growth indicates that hydrogen may 
not be as effective in contributing to void growth at lower triaxialities compared to higher stress triaxialities. 
Figure 9 shows the effect of increasing bulk hydrogen concentration on NVF for different Lode 
parameters. The graph shows a shift in the curve to the left as hydrogen concentration is increased, 
indicating that higher NVF are attained due to the presence of hydrogen.  
 
Figure 9:  Hydrogen effect on void growth at different Lode parameters,  
viz. stress triaxiality = 2 𝒇𝟎=0.001 
 
The change in NVF for various concentrations of bulk hydrogen is shown in Figure 10. An enlargement 
of the graph for equivalent strain between 0 and 0.08 is presented in Figure 11.  Equivalent strain between 
0 to 0.02 is characterised by an initial “slow” increase in NVF for various concentrations of bulk hydrogen. 
The presence of hydrogen initially reduces NVF up to an equivalent strain of 0.06, beyond which, the 
trend reverses and hydrogen promotes an increase in NVF.  




Figure 10:  Void growth at different hydrogen concentrations, viz. stress triaxiality = 2,  
Lode parameter = -1 𝒇𝟎=0.001 
 
Figure 11:  Void growth at equivalent strains between 0 and 0.08, viz. stress triaxiality = 2,  
Lode parameter = -1 𝒇𝟎=0.001 
See 
Figure 11 
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In order to better understand the void growth behaviour, contour plots showing slip activity and hydrogen 
in trap distributions were analysed. Figure 12 presents contour plots showing slip activity distributions. 
Periodically placed arrows shown in Figure 10 show the equivalent strain values discussed. At equivalent 
strain values below 0.06, slip activity concentrates uniformly in the material around the void and slip 
activity is higher in the sample with lower bulk hydrogen content. Slip activity is initially hindered by 
hydrogen (up to 0.035) because dislocation motion is impeded by hydrogen in traps around the void. 
Hydrogen in traps uniformly distributed around the void restricts dislocation motion causing pile ups (as 
per the HELP mechanism) so that deformation applied is taken up by slip activity in softer material remote 
from the void. The original spherical shape of the void is maintained at this stage and void growth is 
concentric. For equivalent strain values between 0.06 and 0.12, void shape is distorted so slip activity 
distribution becomes non-uniform. This distortion around the void makes slip activity to become more 
localized and there is overall more dislocation motion around the void (albeit relatively localized). There 
is an increase in slip activity local to the void enhanced by hydrogen and this allows majority of induced 
deformation to occur in the material around the void. The irregular distribution of slip activity around the 
void enhanced by hydrogen in traps is observed to promote void growth. Figure 13 presents contour plots 
showing the distribution of hydrogen in traps. Unlike slip activity (which is initially hindered by bulk 
hydrogen at low equivalent strains), hydrogen in traps around the void increases with bulk hydrogen in 
the crystal. Hydrogen in traps increases with equivalent strain and this is observed to be higher in areas 
of strain localization. The distribution of hydrogen in traps is observed to keep in step with void shape 
distortion. It is observed to follow the same trend with slip activity of being more irregularly distributed 
around the void as equivalent strain increases. It is noteworthy to observe that although there is a reversal 
in the effect of hydrogen on slip activity around the void as shown in Figure 12, hydrogen in traps around 
the void continuously increases with bulk hydrogen for all equivalent strain values (Figure 13). There are 
several experimental observations that show that hydrogen enhances void growth in FCC material 
[7][42][49][54] and this is consistent with our findings. There are also observations that hydrogen affects 
void growth in BCC metals from numerical and computational analyses [51][52][53]. In [51], the effect on 
void growth at triaxialities ≤ 1 was small and no effect on void growth at triaxialities 2 and 3 was reported. 
This is in contrast to observations for FCC metal in this work. However, others have found that void 
growth is enhanced by the presence of hydrogen at different triaxialities for BCC metals [52][53]. The 
increase in the magnitude of hydrogen effect on void growth at higher triaxialities observed in this work 
for FCC crystals have also been observed for BCC metals by others [53]. 
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Figure 12:  Distribution of slip activity at different equivalent strains, viz. stress triaxiality = 2,  
Lode parameter = -1 𝒇𝟎=0.001 
 
A useful point in the curves shown in Figure 10 and Figure 11 is the equivalent strain at which NVF 
increases continuously and exponentially. For a stress triaxiality of 2, this corresponds to an equivalent 
strain value of 0.06. It has previously been noted by Liang et al, that at some point beyond the onset of 
this exponential void growth, void coalescence occurs [51]. The exact starting point of void coalescence 
is difficult to obtain from the current model as a single void RVE has been used. However, it has been 
observed in this work that beyond this point of exponential void growth, hydrogen promotes void growth 
(see Figure 8) and this could foreseeably affect the onset of void coalescence. This observation will be 
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Figure 13:  Distribution of hydrogen in traps at different equivalent strains, viz. stress triaxiality 




The effect of hydrogen on void evolution in a single crystal of austenitic steel was studied by extending a 
crystal plasticity formulation to include hydrogen influence. A RVE model was constructed and 
computational analyses were conducted at various stress triaxialities and Lode parameters for an FCC 
metal. There are experimental studies that show an effect of hydrogen in single FCC crystals [49][54], 
however no void growth based computational modelling specific to FCC crystals at different stress states 
have been performed in the past. For the first time, the relatively slow hydrogen diffusivity property of 
FCC crystals has been accounted for in a void growth model and used to perform analyses for a variety 
of stress states. It is found that: 
 
• Hydrogen increases the equivalent stresses and crystal hardening response for various stress 
states. 
• Overall, void growth is enhanced by hydrogen. At low equivalent strains, hydrogen initially inhibits 
void growth, but this effect is reversed at higher equivalent strains and hydrogen promotes void 
growth. 
• The magnitude of hydrogen effect in inhibiting or enhancing void growth is found to increase with 
stress triaxiality. 
• The higher the concentration of hydrogen in traps around the void, the higher the magnitude of 
its effect on void growth. Hydrogen in traps for material surrounding the void is found to be higher 
in samples with higher bulk hydrogen concentration.  
• Void growth is observed to be related to the distribution of hydrogen in traps around the void which 
affected the magnitude of slip activity and strain localisation. At lower equivalent strains, slip 
activity around the void is decreased by hydrogen while at higher equivalent strains, slip activity 
around the void is increased by hydrogen. 
• For stress states considered, void volume fraction is observed to rise slowly initially, but then 
progresses exponentially beyond a certain point. The equivalent strain required for the onset of 
this exponential void growth is lowered by hydrogen and the effect of hydrogen is more 
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